
Self-Closing Swing Gates offer versatile solutions
tailored to warehouses, factories, and car parks,
ensuring a safe and efficient workplace pedestrian
traffic management system.

Designed for industrial and commercial applications, these gates boast a freestanding
structure with the convenience of left- or right-hand operation, catering to various entry
configurations. A standout feature is the adjustable hydraulic spring-assisted closing
mechanism, guaranteeing that the gate automatically closes securely behind
individuals passing through, maintaining a controlled access environment.

To enhance visibility and safety, each gate is equipped with a 5-metre-long aluminium
beam, finished in a vibrant yellow powder coating. Additionally, a high-visibility
red/white reflective panel further highlights visibility, making the gates easily noticeable
even in low-light conditions or dimly lit areas. Versatility is key when it comes to
installation, and these gates offer multiple options. They can be mounted on walls or
on bollards/posts, providing flexibility depending on the requirements of your facility. A
choice of round or square bollards are available for purchase. The bollards can serve
as optional mounting points for the self-closing swing gate as well as being used as
receiver posts in a closed or open position. A wall receiver bracket is included with
each unit. A locking pin feature allows the gate to be held open at 90° or locked
closed. It can also accept a padlock to provide authorised access only.

Barrier Group Self-Closing Swing Gates are designed to make the workplace safer and
more organized. They are built strong and easy to use, with bright hi-vis and reflective
materials to be easily seen. These gates help prevent accidents and control where
people can go, making sure everyone stays safe. They also keep foot traffic separate
from vehicles, and mark off dangerous areas.

Not what you're looking for?

We have more industrial gates to choose from here.

Self-Closing Swing Gate

 1300 55 33 20

Self-closing swing gate

5-metre beam can be cut to size

Adjustable hydraulic spring-assisted closing mechanism

Wall mount or post mount installation options

Use in pairs for wider openings

Locking pin feature enables gate to be held open at 90°

Locking pin is designed to accept a padlock
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Manual Swing Gate

Code Image Product Name

MSGRK Manual Swing Gate - Receiver Kit

SSG5000 Self-Closing Swing Gate - 5 Metre

Description: Self-Closing Swing Gate

Dimensions: 5215mm x 190mm x 626mm

Standard Rail length: 5000mm

MAX Recommended Rail Length: 6000mm

MIN Recommended Rail Length: 2000mm

Clear opening INCLUDES Base Plates: 4800mm Using 90mm Reciever Post

Clear opening EXCLUDES Base Plates: 4850mm Using 90mm Receiver Post

Floor to top of rail: REC 1040mm

 Should pedestrian safety gates swing inwards or outwards?

 We are currently compiling a list of additional services that might apply to this product.

Related Products:

From Just Ask

Which Warehouse Safety Gates do I need?

Should pedestrian safety gates swing inwards
or outwards?

What industrial fencing and gates do I need
for my business?

I need a self-closing industrial safety gate.

From the Blog

How to Improve Workplace Safety
[infographic]

Read More

Case Studies

Barwon Water

Kent Relocation Group
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